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to win Dorian's devious and twisted games. Even if he promises I'll
scream for him by the end.Warning: Dirty Wicked Prince is a dark high
school romance that contains dubious content and situations some may
find triggering. It's recommended for readers 18+ and is the first book in
an all new series by Eden O'Neill titled Court Legacy. Dirty Wicked
Prince is not a standalone and does end in a cliff hanger.Author's Note:
Court Legacy is a spin-off series about the children of characters
featured in Eden O'Neill's Court High and Court University series. It's
not necessary to read the previously released series in order to enjoy
Court Legacy. This is a new series that can be read completely on its
own.
The Broken Heart of America - Walter Johnson 2020-04-14
A searing portrait of the racial dynamics that lie inescapably at the heart
of our nation, told through the turbulent history of the city of St. Louis.
From Lewis and Clark's 1804 expedition to the 2014 uprising in
Ferguson, American history has been made in St. Louis. And as Walter
Johnson shows in this searing book, the city exemplifies how imperialism,
racism, and capitalism have persistently entwined to corrupt the nation's
past. St. Louis was a staging post for Indian removal and imperial
expansion, and its wealth grew on the backs of its poor black residents,
from slavery through redlining and urban renewal. But it was once also
America's most radical city, home to anti-capitalist immigrants, the Civil
War's first general emancipation, and the nation's first general strike—a
legacy of resistance that endures. A blistering history of a city's rise and
decline, The Broken Heart of America will forever change how we think
about the United States.
Brutal Heir - Eden O'Neill 2020-06-16
Never trust a campus god.Knight Reed is a devil heir with a chip on his
shoulder. The arrogant a-hole I love to hate.His name may be Knight, but
that armor is black as coal. He's a beautiful god with a wicked heart. I
know because my mom used to work for his family. An act of brutal
violence in the woods and he gets my mom fired, ultimately leaving us
homeless. That was the last time I saw him face-to-face.At least, until
recently.He's frat boy royalty at my new university, a campus god
amongst the rich and elite. There's little interest in a freshman like
me.But then I cross him, putting an end to me being invisible here in his
world.At a party, I see something I shouldn't have seen. Now, suddenly,
the campus god has me tackled on a bed with his hand around my throat.
He tells me to forget what I witnessed. Do that or the end result will be
bad for me. He's hellbent on crushing my little dove wings and all I see is
that cruel boy from the woods that day.When it comes to Knight, I can't
seem to stay out of his way or keep my trap shut around him, no matter
how hard I try. He tells me my little mouth will get me in trouble, but I
think he's wrong.I'm not afraid what will happen if I spill his secrets.
What terrifies me is how badly I want to see what might be beyond all
that coal-black armor...It's possible that, to some small measure, I'm
tempted to give in to the only devil I've ever known.The dark knight
himself.Warning: Brutal Heir is an NA bully romance that contains
dubious content and situations some may find triggering. It's
recommended for readers 17+ and is a standalone novel with no
cliffhanger. It's book one in a series of standalones titled Court
University, which is a spin-off series about characters featured in Eden
O'Neill's Court High books. Reading the Court High books first is not
necessary for the enjoyment of Court University. The characters origin
stories merely begin in Court High and can be referred to at any time if
the reader so chooses. Enjoy!
A Court of Thorns and Roses - Perfection Learning Corporation 2019

Demon Pack - Everly Frost 2021-10-13
I'm no stranger to the dark. The shadows belong to me. But even the
dark can't hide me forever... I run with my own pack--my four demon
wolves and the two friends I would kill to protect. We might be the
rejected shifters of the Vegas supernaturals, different and unwanted, but
our pack is strong. Feared. Think of us as your local supernatural
vigilantes. With my demon wolves secretly watching our backs, we're
unstoppable. Until the night the first rune appears on the streets. A rune
that hasn't been seen for hundreds of years, sending the Vegas
supernaturals into a tailspin. It seems that the Master of Demon Runes
has returned, a demon with unlimited power to deceive and kill, dragged
up from the depths of the underworld itself. What he wants, no one
knows. Except maybe... me. Because there's a teeny tiny chance that my
demon wolves used to be his. And an even larger chance he won't return
to the underworld without them... Or without me. *Demon Pack is a full
length (110k words), dark and sexy paranormal romance, the first in the
Demon Pack series. This series is NOT RH. It's recommended for 18+
due to language, mature themes, and sexual situations. Ends on a
cliffhanger.
Broken Legacy - Tate James 2019-08-03
They're my boys now - the four heirs of Delta. Together we're a team ... a
family. Five broken, brutal, possibly sociopathic people, and we are all
that stands between the world and the powerful, corrupt Delta
corporation.We have no idea what we're doing, but somehow we are
determined to stop them. Permanently. We just need leverage ...
irrefutable evidence of their corruption. And we need it now. Before the
vote that will change everything.Only there are a few other issues to deal
with first. Dante in prison for murder, blood coated roses showing up on
my doorstep, and my bio-mom reaching all new levels of insanity.For the
first time we might be completely out of our depth ... but we won't give
up.Not until the final battle is played out. Not until the war has been
won.*This dark contemporary romance features one girl and four sexy,
dangerous boys but is NOT a reverse harem.*Includes a sneak peek of
chapter one of Princess Ballot.
Blai2e: Blaire - Anita Gray 2018-02-18
Please Note: This is the original BLAI2E cover. Only available in
paperback. Part 2 in the highly anticipated, The Dark Romance Series
Don't take what isn't yours. Unless you're willing to fight for it. I survived
my depraved master, Maksim. Now, I belong to Charlie Decena, by
nature and by nurture. He broke everything I believed in. My life still
lingers in the gray zone - dark and light, love and hate, betrayal and
murder. I'm battling Maksim's brutal conditioning to uncover who Blaire
is, for Charlie. I adhere to his counsel, indulge in his debauched desires,
and pacify his dominance - until he pushes me too far. I hope I didn't
completely shatter your heart in the beginning of my story because it's
just getting started. I'm being tested beyond my limit by a lurking threat
who has taken something very dear to me. And if they don't return what
isn't theirs, someone is going to die.
Dirty Wicked Prince - Eden O'Neill 2021-02-22
He's the elite's dark prince. I had the audacity of breathing his air. Dirty.
Rotten. Savages.The Legacy boys are Windsor Preparatory Academy's
most privileged. No one crosses the devil spawn of this town's upper
echelon, but I managed. I call one of them out my first day, and no one
hears it louder than their blond prince. Evil. Wicked. Twisted. Dorian
Prinze is as cruel as he is beautiful and once he sets his sights on me, he
refuses to let go. Apparently, I bother him by simply existing at my new
school and no matter what I do, I can't stay off the radar of him and his
boys. He says I make too much noise and stupid me for not caring. Some
really messed up stuff brought my brother and me to this town, and I
won't bow down to these elitist pricks. Something tells me going to war
with the cruel prince of Maywood Heights may level both our
foundations, but I won't go down without a fight. I'll do whatever it takes
broken-legacy-a-dark-high-school-romance-dark-leg

Legacy and the Queen - Kobe Bryant 2019-09-03
From the mind of basketball legend and Academy Award–winning
storyteller Kobe Bryant comes a new tale of finding your inner magic
against all odds. GAME. SET. MAGIC. Game – Tennis means life and
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death for the residents of the magical kingdom of Nova, and for twelveyear-old Legacy, it’s the only thing getting her through the long days
taking care of the other kids at the orphanage. That’s all about to change
when she hears about Silla’s tournament. Set – Silla, the ruler of Nova,
hosts an annual tournament for the less fortunate of her citizens to come
and prove themselves and win entrance to the Academy, where they can
train to compete at nationals. The prize is Silla’s favor and enough cash
to keep open the orphanage, and Legacy has her heart set on both.
Magic – What Legacy has yet to know is that the other players have
something besides better skills and more money than she does. In Nova,
tennis can unlock magic. Magic that Silla used to save the kingdom long
ago and magic that her competitors have been training in for months
already. Now, with the world turned against her and the orphanage at
stake, Legacy has to learn to use her passion for the game to rise above
those around her and shine.
Broken - Lauren Layne 2014-09-02
Lauren Layne’s heart-wrenching novel tells the story of a girl with
secrets, a guy with scars, and a love that could save them both . . . or
destroy them. When Olivia Middleton abandons the glamour of Park
Avenue for a remote, coastal town in Maine, everyone assumes she’s
being the kind do-gooder she’s always been. But Olivia has a secret:
helping an injured war veteran reenter society isn’t about charity—it’s
about penance. Only, Olivia’s client isn’t the grateful elderly man she’s
expecting. Instead, he’s a brooding twenty-four-year-old who has no
intention of being Olivia’s path to redemption . . . and whose smoldering
gaze and forbidden touch might be her undoing. Paul Langdon doesn’t
need a mirror to show him he’s no longer the hotshot quarterback he was
before the war. He knows he’s ugly—inside and out. He’ll do anything to
stay in self-imposed exile, even accept his father’s ultimatum that Paul
tolerate the newest caretaker for three months or lose his inheritance.
But Paul doesn’t count on the beautiful twenty-two-year-old who makes
him long for things that he can never have. And the more she slips past
his defenses, the more keeping his distance is impossible. Now Paul and
Olivia have to decide: Will they help each other heal? Or are they forever
broken? Praise for Broken “A solid tale and a quick read, with plenty of
steamy romance and sex.”—Library Journal “Broken is as heartbreaking
as it is heartwarming. It’s a story about two people saving each other
from themselves.”—Hines and Bigham’s Literary Tryst “Five stars! I
pretty much loved everything about this book . . . the characters, the
storyline, the pace, the writing, the love, the chemistry . . .
everything!”—The Book Hookup Lauren Layne’s New York Times
bestselling Oxford Novel series can be read in any order: IRRESISTIBLY
YOURS I WISH YOU WERE MINE SOMEONE LIKE YOU I KNEW YOU
WERE TROUBLE I THINK I LOVE YOU Don’t miss any of Lauren Layne’s
hot reads: The Love Unexpectedly series: BLURRED LINES | GOOD GIRL
| LOVE STORY | WALK OF SHAME | AN EX FOR CHRISTMAS The Sex,
Love & Stiletto series: AFTER THE KISS | LOVE THE ONE YOU’RE
WITH | JUST ONE NIGHT | THE TROUBLE WITH LOVE The Redemption
series: ISN’T SHE LOVELY | BROKEN | CRUSHED The I Do, I Don’t
series: READY TO RUN | RUNAWAY GROOM
The Broken God - Gareth Hanrahan 2021-05-18
ENTER A CITY OF DRAGONS AND DARKNESS The Godswar has come
to Guerdon, dividing the city between three occupying powers. A fragile
armistice holds back the gods, but other dangerous forces seek to exert
their influence. Spar Idgeson, once heir to the brotherhood of thieves has
been transformed into the living stone of the new city. But his powers are
failing and the criminal dragons of the Ghierdana are circling.
Meanwhile, far across the sea, Carillon Thay - once a thief, a saint, a god
killer; now alone and powerless - seeks the mysterious land of Khebesh,
desperate to find a cure for Spar. But what hope does she have when
even the gods seek vengeance against her? Praise for the Black Iron
Legacy: 'Hanrahan is now one of my favourite authors. I flat out adore
this series' Booknest 'I will buy any novel that Gareth Hanrahan ever
writes . . . I want [this series] to go on forever' The Fantasy Inn
'Hanrahan has an astonishing imagination' Peter McLean, author of
Priest of Bones 'Mind-blowingly stellar in every respect . . . Fantasy
readers, be wise and buy this book, because there's simply nothing like
it' Novel Notions on The Gutter Prayer The Black Iron Legacy The Gutter
Prayer The Shadow Saint The Broken God
Queen Mecca - Leia Stone 2017-12-15
The Winter Queen has declared war on the shifters of New York City.
She is coming to destroy Arianna, and everyone she cares about. But the
five boroughs are united for the first time in hundreds of years and
Arianna is not going to let a little ice storm rip them apart.
Dark Legacy - Tate James 2020-01-05
broken-legacy-a-dark-high-school-romance-dark-leg

This is the complete set of the top 10 Amazon best selling Dark Legacy
series. Includes Broken Wings, Broken Trust, Broken Legacy, and a
BONUS never before seen epilogue. They rule my new town, my school,
and with more money than God, there's very little out of their reach.Four
gorgeous, perfect, scary boys. There used to be five, but one of them
died, leaving a fifth position that I now fill. I didn't ask for this. I didn't
want to be part of this billionaire-boys-club. But no one cares about what
I want.Sebastian Beckett is the worst of them. Their leader. He draws me
in, and strips me of every defense I have. He calls me Butterfly, but it's
not a pet name, it's a threat. Beck wants nothing more than to break my
wings, pin me to a board and watch me writhe.He wants to see me
broken. Body, heart and soul.And what these elite want, they get.Only
they've never met Riley Jameson.Let the battle begin.*This dark
contemporary romance features one girl and four sexy, dangerous boys
but is NOT a reverse harem.*
Legacy - Shannon Messenger 2020-06-25
Sophie Foster wants answers. But after a lifetime of lies, sometimes the
truth is the most dangerous discovery. Even the smallest secret comes
with terrifying new responsibilities. And Sophie's not the only one with
blank spots in her past, or mysteries surrounding her family. She and her
friends are part of something much bigger than they imagined--and their
roles have already been chosen for them. Every clue drags them deeper
into the conspiracy. Every memory forces them to question everything-especially one another. And the harder they fight, the more the lines blur
between friend and enemy.
Cold and Broken - Nichole Greene 2020-04-02
Broken Trust - Jaymin Eve 2019-05-21
They think they own me now. They think they've won, and that I'll be
their good little soldier. Four dangerous, damaged, messed up boys.
There used to be five, but one of them died, and I'm starting to suspect
he was murdered.I didn't ask for this. No one would ask to be played,
manipulated, seduced and betrayed. But that's what happened, anyway.
It wasn't enough for them to break me. Sebastian Beckett has decided
that he can't let me go, but I refuse to forgive and forget his betrayal so
easily. His fixation is bordering on obsession, but when we begin to
suspect a spy within Delta, there's no time to deal with his feelings.
Someone is selling us out, and it's having a dire impact. It's life and
death hiding behind corporate greed.Let the battle begin.*This dark
contemporary romance features four sexy, dangerous boys but is NOT a
reverse harem.*
Storm Princess Saga - Jaymin Eve 2019-09-27
This set includes all three books in The Storm Princess series plus over
thirty exclusive bonus scenes and an exclusive life after story.I am no
ordinary princess. My crown is lightning, my tears are rain. I am robed in
thunder and my voice is the howling wind. It's my duty to protect my
people from the storm the gargoyles created to tear the elven world
apart. I am a slave to the rules that dictate who I love - and when.
Despite the power raging around me, the greatest storm is the one inside
my heart. Do not touch me or you will die.Taken from her family to be
the chosen Storm Princess, Marbella Mercy spends her days subduing
the storm that was sent to destroy her people. But the storm is growing
stronger and soon it will be beyond her control. Each House sends their
strongest champion to battle to the death for the right to stand by her
side. Some fight for power, others seek glory. Only one fights for
Marbella's heart.Baelen Rath is the last warrior from the feared House of
Rath. Determined to protect Marbella from the darkness creeping across
their land, he will risk everything to reclaim her heart. But when forces
turn against them and powerful enemies are revealed, Baelen and
Marbella will face dangerous betrayal to break open the secrets that
keep Marbella bound.For fans of epic tales of forbidden love, heartpumping battles, and thrilling suspense.This complete series is over
330,000 words and contains: The Princess Must DieThe Princess Must
StrikeThe Princess Must ReignPlus exclusive bonus scenes and a life
after story.
Tell Me to Stay - Willow Winters 2019-11-10
From USA Today bestselling author, Willow Winters, comes a seductive
and emotionally captivating second-chance romance. It’s impossible to
get over what we had. He was everything — irresistibly handsome,
ruthlessly elite, and seemingly untouchable — while I was nothing. Yet
he protected me when I was at my lowest; more than that, he wanted me.
He devoured me… and I did the same to him. Until it all fell apart and I
ran as far away from Madox as I could. After all, the two of us were never
meant to be together. I never thought I’d see him again, years later. Let
alone be under him in the way I’ve craved since we said goodbye. The
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attraction between us still burns like fire, but time can’t change the past.
And I don’t know if it’s possible for us to mend all of our broken pieces.
"Winters creates another masterpiece of beautiful storytelling and leaves
her readers breathless." - Nicki - The Overflowing Bookcase This
romance was originally published in the Cards of Love collection. It has
been revised with additional scenes. Happy reading xx. Topics include:
sweet romances, alpha man book, small town romance, possessive alpha
romance, willow winters books, w. winters books, contemporary
romance, contemporary, romance novels, survival romance, the best
romance series ever, bestselling series, free romance, top 100 free
romance, best selling free romance, free book, new adult, college.
Broken Circle - Theodore Niizhotay Fontaine 2010-10-01
“Too many survivors of Canada’s Indian residential schools live to forget.
Theodore Fontaine writes to remember.” – Hana Gartner, CBC’s The
Fifth Estate Bestselling Memoir, McNally Robinson Booksellers Approved
curriculum resource for grade 9–12 students in British Columbia and
Manitoba. Theodore Niizhotay Fontaine lost his family and freedom just
after his seventh birthday, when his parents were forced to leave him at
an Indian residential school by order of the Roman Catholic Church and
the Government of Canada. Twelve years later, he left school frozen at
the emotional age of seven. He was confused, angry and conflicted, on a
path of self-destruction. At age 29, he emerged from this blackness. By
age 32, he had graduated from the Civil Engineering Program at the
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology and begun a journey of selfexploration and healing. In this powerful and poignant memoir, Ted
examines the impact of his psychological, emotional and sexual abuse,
the loss of his language and culture, and, most important, the loss of his
family and community. He goes beyond details of the abuses of
Indigenous children to relate a unique understanding of why most
residential school survivors have post-traumatic stress disorders and why
succeeding generations of First Nations children suffer from this dark
chapter in history. Told as remembrances described with insights that
have evolved through his healing, his story resonates with his resolve to
help himself and other residential school survivors and to share his
enduring belief that one can pick up the shattered pieces and use them
for good.
Savage Royals - Callie Rose 2019-05-10
A long time ago, I was one of them. Now I'm back, and they hate me for
it. Plucked out of the harsh life I was living and thrust into a world of
unimaginable wealth, power, and privilege, all I want to do is keep my
head down and survive until graduation. But they have other plans-Mason, Finn, Elijah, and Cole. Everyone at my new school calls them the
Princes, and that's exactly what they act like. They always get what they
want... and who they want. And they want me. I'm not sure why, since
they all seem to hate me. The Princes are gorgeous, flawless, and cruel.
They own this town, and they're determined to own me too. To break me.
What they don't know is that I've already been broken once. I won't let it
happen again. ***AUTHOR'S NOTE: Savage Royals is a reverse harem
high school bully romance, the first book in the Boys of Oak Park Prep
trilogy. It contains cursing and sexual situations.
Princess Ballot - Jaymin Eve 2019-12-26
You have been chosen. Those four words change Violet Spencer's whole
life, when against staggering odds, she's selected in the "princess ballot."
Arbon Academy is affectionately known as the school for Royals. Only the
rich, powerful, or heir to a throne gain entry ... except for the one
scholarship student accepted every five years. It's a worldwide lottery,
and one that Violet entered without giving it any serious thought. But the
media got it wrong and Arbon Academy is much more than a simple
college for future leaders.It's a dark world of politics, intrigue, and
dangerous guys who will stop at nothing to get their own way. Despite
her best efforts at remaining off the radar, Violet finds herself a pawn
between two of the most powerful monarchies in the world. Prince Rafe
of the Switzerlands and Prince Alex of the Australasias are bitter
enemies both on the soccer field and in the political arena. Monarchies
rule the world now, and every waking breath is a competition for the
princes. Control the ball.Control the world. Control Violet. Whether it's
through love or hate, someone will ultimately win.*This is book one in a
dark college romance. It includes a-hole princes, nasty princesses, and
one chick who will take none of their sh!t, all the while doing her best to
make it out alive. HEA guaranteed. Eventually. 17+.
Queen Heir - Leia Stone 2016-12-13
Arianna is a queen heir, at 20 years old she's now eligible for the crown
of wolf shifters. Heirs are trained and groomed so that they're ready,
should the queen perish. The Red Queen has stood for a century and her
power beyond reckoning, until she is murdered. Four heirs will now fight
broken-legacy-a-dark-high-school-romance-dark-leg

for the crown. Let the summit begin.
The Man Who Broke Capitalism - David Gelles 2022-05-31
New York Times Bestseller New York Times reporter and “Corner Office”
columnist David Gelles reveals legendary GE CEO Jack Welch to be the
root of all that’s wrong with capitalism today and offers advice on how
we might right those wrongs. In 1981, Jack Welch took over General
Electric and quickly rose to fame as the first celebrity CEO. He golfed
with presidents, mingled with movie stars, and was idolized for growing
GE into the most valuable company in the world. But Welch’s
achievements didn’t stem from some greater intelligence or business
prowess. Rather, they were the result of a sustained effort to push GE’s
stock price ever higher, often at the expense of workers, consumers, and
innovation. In this captivating, revelatory book, David Gelles argues that
Welch single-handedly ushered in a new, cutthroat era of American
capitalism that continues to this day. Gelles chronicles Welch’s campaign
to vaporize hundreds of thousands of jobs in a bid to boost profits,
eviscerating the country’s manufacturing base and destabilizing the
middle class. Welch’s obsession with downsizing—he eliminated 10% of
employees every year—fundamentally altered GE and inspired
generations of imitators who have employed his strategies at other
companies around the globe. In his day, Welch was corporate America’s
leading proponent of mergers and acquisitions, using deals to gobble up
competitors and giving rise to an economy that is more concentrated and
less dynamic. And Welch pioneered the dark arts of “financialization,”
transforming GE from an admired industrial manufacturer into what was
effectively an unregulated bank. The finance business was hugely
profitable in the short term and helped Welch keep GE’s stock price
ticking up. But ultimately, financialization undermined GE and dozens of
other Fortune 500 companies. Gelles shows how Welch’s celebrated
emphasis on increasing shareholder value by any means necessary
(layoffs, outsourcing, offshoring, acquisitions, and buybacks, to name but
a few tactics) became the norm in American business generally. He
demonstrates how that approach has led to the greatest socioeconomic
inequality since the Great Depression and harmed many of the very
companies that have embraced it. And he shows how a generation of
Welch acolytes radically transformed companies like Boeing, Home
Depot, Kraft Heinz, and more. Finally, Gelles chronicles the change that
is now afoot in corporate America, highlighting companies and leaders
who have abandoned Welchism and are proving that it is still possible to
excel in the business world without destroying livelihoods, gutting
communities, and spurning regulation.
Playboy Princes - Tate James 2020-04-16
She's my last chance. Those four words echo in Violet Spencer's mind,
tugging at her curiosity even as rage builds within her.Arbon Academy
was supposed to be a bright new start. An opportunity for greatness, and
something an orphan girl could only dream of. For a while there, it
seemed to be exactly that. But Violet's bright future is suddenly looking
dim. Arbon Academy and Prince Alex are nothing but a facade. A trap.In
a sinister world of ballgowns and backstabbing, of perfumes and politics,
of indulgent parties and illegal sword fights, Violet now faces the biggest
challenge of all. Recovering her shattered heart from the prince who
crushed it. Supported by her new friends, Violet wants to make Alex feel
the pain of his betrayal. Prince Rafe wants nothing more than to help
make that happen, but things aren't always so straightforward. Don't
break tradition.Don't let them know you know. Don't lose your heart...
again.These rules will keep Violet alive. But at what cost?
The Hidden Legacy - Christine Rees 2016-12-18
The curse of premonition follows Faye Lithyer, forcing her to witness
death-over and over again. When Faye moves in with her grandmother in
Astoria, Oregon, her visions grow stronger. Faye watches a new friend
fall victim to a murder in the not-so-distant future and becomes obsessed
with preventing it from happening. However, Faye's insecurity has her
undecided whether she should tell her friend about their impending
death or hunt down the murderer before it's too late. Faye will be faced
with an epic choice that threatens to expose her abilities. Will she choose
to save her friend from a monster or risk becoming one herself?
Fear Us - B. B. Reid 2015-09-22
KEENAN It's been four years since I ran away-from home, my brother,
and my maybe father. I created a life free of expectations while
pretending I wasn't being hunted by all of the above. I managed to stay
under the radar all this time... or so I thought. When big brother shows
up and saves my ass, I'm forced to face everything I left behind,
including her. SHELDON It's been four years since I became another
statistic. I made a lot of mistakes when it came to Keenan Masters. The
first was loving him at all. He took something from me the night he left,
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and when I told him I still loved him, he told me he'd always hate me.
After that, I learned how to be okay... until he came back. Gone was the
boy who always knew how to make me laugh, and in his place was a cold,
arrogant monster. Fear Us is a continuation of the events from book one
and two. It's recommended you read the series in order.
Torn - Natasha Knight 2018-11-14
Taking her is my right. Breaking her, my duty. I was always going to
choose Helena. I knew it the instant I saw her. She’s different than the
others. There’s a darkness about her. Something wild inside her. And it
calls to the beast inside me. But she isn’t what I expect. With every word
and every touch, she pushes me, burrows deep under my skin,
challenging the rules, upending history. And all the while, I see how my
brother watches her. He wants her, and as the rules stand, she’ll become
his in one year’s time. Except that I have no intention of giving her up.
Kings of Quarantine - Susanne Valenti 2020-05-05
Cruel. Heartless. Quarantined. The ruthless boys of Everlake Prep never
saw lockdown coming. But the virus isn't their number one enemy. I am.
And as if being confined to a boarding school for the elite wasn't bad
enough, now I'm stuck in isolation with the boys who hate me most too.
Saint, Kyan and Blake. The Night Keepers. Or so they call themselves.
They've embodied the Native American legend which lives in this valley,
taking on the role of the monsters who lurk in the forest. And though
they act like beasts, they may also be the most tempting creatures I've
ever seen. With the virus escalating and my dad's name splashed through
the news, my entire world is falling apart. What he did has cast a dark
shadow over me. And the Night Keepers want to make me pay for his
crimes. Then things went from bad to worse when I touched the sacred
rock. A rock which supposedly holds a curse to bind me as the Night
Keepers' slave. And as crazy as it sounds, I decided to play along.
Because there are things about me they don't know. Things my dad has
hidden from me for years. All I can be sure of is that I have to find a way
to escape this school. But until then, those savage boys are making my
life a living hell. As the virus sweeps through the country and the world
twists into something ugly and unknown, the kings of this school become
true monarchs. Even the teachers bow to them now. And I'm kinda glad
about that 'stay six feet away from one another' rule, because without it,
I know they'd rip me apart. At least there's a silver lining. I'm cosying up
to Coach Monroe. My hot as hell, brooding P.E. teacher who has a
vendetta of his own against the Night Keepers. And with his help, I may
succeed at doing more than escaping the clutches of these heartless
fiends. I might even destroy them along the way. My father taught me
how to be strong. How to prepare for the end of the world. So this isn't
going to be the end of my world, mark my words. But if I'm able to use
my mind and body to bring these assholes to their knees, it might just be
the end of theirs. This is a high school bully reverse harem series which
means the main character will end up with multiple love interests. It may
have triggers for some as it has off the charts angst, dark love-hate
themes, scenes of intense bullying, sexual scenes and some violence (not
aimed towards the main character) and is not for the faint of heart.
Prepare to enrol at Everlake Prep. Bring your hand sanitiser, face masks
and toilet paper to barter with, but don't expect to hold onto them for
long. Because it's time to go into quarantine with the Night Keepers. And
everything you own now belongs to them.
Dylan - Tate James 2020-12-02
Dylan Grant. One of Forbes' 30 under 30. One of the most eligible yet
unattainable men in the country. One of the Delta Five. Together with his
friends, Beck, Riley, Jasper and Evan, Dylan runs half the damn world.
He is the epitome of power... and the definition of emotional baggage.
Too damaged from his shitty upbringing. Too hung up on his best friend's
girl. Too cold and guarded to let anyone else into his stratosphere. So
why can't I stay away? Why can't I end things? He doesn't even know my
real name or my real age. If he finds out... He can't find out. I'll end it.
One more night, and I'll end it. Men like Dylan Grant never commit to
women like me. I'm too weak, too broken, too tragic. Just one more night,
and I'll walk away. Dylan Grant will never see me again. Or... that was
the plan.
Fluidus Rising - Margo Ryerkerk 2017-12-16
Magic. Romance. And a fight to the death. The Secret Circle meets
Sookie Stackhouse in this pulse-pounding, fast-paced YA parnormal read.
Torn away from her high school graduation, Sierra Reeves discovers that
everything she thought she knew is a lie.In a flash, she's no longer a
normal girl preparing for college, but a Fluidus-a rare supernatural with
telekinetic powers. Her new abilities attract the attention of both the
Ardere regency and the Culpatus, a group that wants to overthrow the
supernatural government. Fearful for Sierra's future, her grandmother
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decides to leave their home state Vermont and hide out in Savannah,
Georgia. In Savannah, Sierra forms an alliance with the overprotective
and handsome Ardere marshal Gavin McLoughlin. With his help, she
slowly accepts her new powers and that she's a part of the supernatural
community.Just when Sierra begins to settle into her new life, her world
is rocked again. In addition to the Culpatus discovering her location, a
serial killer is on the loose in Savannah. Fighting to control her
developing power, and facing danger on multiple fronts, Sierra will have
to use all her resources to stay alive.Fluidus Rising is the first book in
The Ardere Series.
Broken and Screwed - Tijan 2016-05-26
Alexandra's older brother died the night he graduated. That day changed
everything for her. No longer was she the party girl. No longer did she
care about being popular and no longer was her family the happy unit
she always thought existed. The only person who could help her heal is
the same person who loved her brother as much as she did, his best
friend. She only hopes to keep her entire heart from breaking when Jesse
will move on, and she knows he will. After Ethan died, Jesse excelled at
basketball, partying, and girls. He used it all to turn his emotions off, but
the irony was that Alex was the only person who could do that for him.
She helped him forget, but she was the one person he shouldn't be with
because the secrets he knows could shatter everything. They could
shatter her. This is part one, so expect a cliffhanger for an ending.
The Hawthorne Legacy - Jennifer Lynn Barnes 2021-09-07
The #1 New York Times bestseller and a USA Today bestseller! Intrigue,
riches, and romance abound in this thrilling sequel to the beloved,
bestselling The Inheritance Games The Inheritance Games ended with a
bombshell, and now heiress Avery Grambs has to pick up the pieces and
find the man who might hold the answers to all of her
questions—including why Tobias Hawthorne left his entire fortune to
Avery, a virtual stranger, rather than to his own daughters or grandsons.
Thanks to a DNA test, Avery knows that she’s not a Hawthorne by blood,
but clues pile up hinting at a deeper connection to the family than she
had ever imagined. As the mystery grows and the plot thickens, Grayson
and Jameson, two of the enigmatic and magnetic Hawthorne grandsons,
continue to pull Avery in different directions. And there are threats
lurking around every corner, as adversaries emerge who will stop at
nothing to see Avery out of the picture—by any means necessary. With
nonstop action, aspirational jet-setting, Knives Out-like family intrigue,
swoonworthy romance, and billions of dollars hanging in the balance,
The Hawthorne Legacy will have you racing through the pages.
Bittersweet Legacy - R. G. Angel 2020-01-23
You don't realize when your life is about to change forever, how a simple
text can tear your world apart. Esme Danvers doesn't have an easy life
but at least she is loved by her widower father... or at least that's who
she thought he was for 17 years. Enter William Forbes, top 10 of
America's 1% and her actual father - or rather the father of Esmeralda
Forbes, the girl she was born to be, the heir to a legacy she'd never
known or wanted. Esme's thrown into a world of glamour and money,
smoke and mirrors, hate, pain and unspoken rancor. A world with a
distant, calculating and uncaring father; Archibald, a brother who hates
her; and Caleb, his best friend who is as wicked and mean as he is
beautiful and charismatic. Caleb, this broken boy whom she can't seem
to hate enough to keep him out of her bloodstream, a boy who doesn't
seem to hate her enough to stay away. But as the past reveals itself in
ways Esme didn't expect, she finds herself in the middle of a swirl of lies,
betrayals, conspiracy and even murder, with barely anyone to watch her
back. The only thing she really wants is to get back to being Esme
Danvers, to find a way out before it's too late.
Revenge of The Gods - Jaymin Eve 2020-07-11
After losing Cronus, Maisey had to make a choice; lay broken on the floor
and sink into depression, or charge into the underworld and get her man
back. Not one to sit around, she and Hyperion waltz into Thanatos's
office and demand the god of Death give them safe passage through the
seven levels of the underworld to retrieve her love.It seemed like a good
idea at the time... but will Maisey be able to retrieve Cronus and
resurrect him in time to finally take out Zeus? Maybe if a huge wrench
hadn't been thrown in their plans. #JustGoingToHaveToWingIt
The Summer of Broken Rules - K. L. Walther 2021-05-04
Perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Katie Cotugno, this is a story of loss,
romance, and the time it takes to become who you really want to be. It's
all just fun and games...until someone loses their heart. When Meredith
Fox lost her sister, Claire, eighteen months ago, she shut everyone out.
But this summer she's determined to join the world again. The annual
family vacation to Martha's Vineyard seems like the perfect place to
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reconnect. Her entire extended family is gathering for a big summer
wedding, and although Meredith is dateless after being unexpectedly
dumped, she's excited to participate in the traditional Fox family game of
assassin that will take place during the week of wedding festivities.
Claire always loved the game, and Meredith is determined to honor her
legacy. But when Meredith forms an assassin alliance with a cute
groomsman, she finds herself getting distracted. Meredith tries to focus
on the game and win it for her sister, but she can't help falling for him.
And as the week progresses, she realizes she's not only at risk of losing
the game, but also her heart.
We Are Not Broken - George M Johnson 2021-09-07
New memoir from George M. Johnson, the New York Times bestselling
author of All Boys Aren't Blue—a "deeply impactful" (Nic Stone),
"striking and joyful" (Laurie Halse Anderson), and "stunning read"
(Publishers Weekly, starred) that celebrates Black boyhood and
brotherhood in all its glory! This is the vibrant story of George, Garrett,
Rall, and Rasul -- four children raised by Nanny, their fiercely devoted
grandmother. The boys hold each other close through early brushes with
racism, memorable experiences at the family barbershop, and first loves
and losses. And with Nanny at their center, they are never broken.
George M. Johnson captures the unique experience of growing up as a
Black boy in America through rich family stories that explore themes of
vulnerability, sacrifice, and culture. Complete with touching letters from
the grandchildren to their beloved matriarch and a full color photo
insert, this heartwarming and heartbreaking memoir is destined to
become a modern classic of emerging adulthood.
The Billionaire's Baby - Deliza Lokhai 2022-02-14
After Amara's cheating boyfriend breaks her heart, she has an
unforgettable one-night stand-which leaves her pregnant. But she doesn't
even know the father's full name and doesn't bother looking for him.
Instead, she moves in with her friend and raises her child on her own for
three years. That's when the restaurant she works for closes down.
Amara manages to get a new job as a personal chef, only to find out she
will be working for her son's father, a billionaire.At first, Zavier doesn't
recognize her, but one night, he finally remembers who she is...
Tiny Dark Deeds - Eden O'Neill 2021-10-20
Stolen. Missing. Erased. I'm a headline in the town of Maywood Heights
and known by a name I've never heard. They tell me I was taken, stolen,
but none of this makes sense. I'm not who they say I am. I'm not a... twin,
but even those close to me seem to believe the rumors swarming around
me. Tiny. Dark. Deeds. With my universe suddenly imploding, I find
myself at the center of a history with more darkness than could ever be
imagined. My entire existence has been a lie, and those I should be able
to trust hold just as many secrets as the ones who destroyed my entire
world. Dorian Prinze isn't who he said he was. He's a liar, and I find
myself in a town of the same. Maywood Heights appears to be the city of
the damned, and if I'm not careful... It might just claim me as its next
victim. Warning: Tiny Dark Deeds is a dark high school romance that
contains dubious content and situations some may find triggering. It's
recommended for readers 18+ and is the third book in an all new series
by Eden O'Neill titled Court Legacy. Tiny Dark Deeds is not a standalone
and is the final book in Noa and Dorian's story. Author's Note: Court
Legacy is a spin-off series about the children of characters featured in
Eden O'Neill's Court High and Court University series. It's not necessary
to read the previously released series in order to enjoy Court Legacy.
This is a new series that can be read completely on its own.
Dark Legacy - Margo Ryerkerk 2019-01-31
Magic. Romance. And a fight to the death. On her eighteenth birthday,
Sierra discovers her life is one big web of lies. Her father has kept her in
the dark about her supernatural powers and the demanding destiny that
awaits her. When he is brutally murdered, Sierra must leave behind her
normal life and enter a world of magic where danger lurks around every
corner and a friend can turn into a foe within a heartbeat. To stand a
chance of survival, Sierra must learn to control her new telekinetic
powers before her father's killers find her. In Savannah, she meets
magic-user Gavin, a man that is equal parts stubborn, handsome, and
mysterious. After she convinces him to train her, they enter a shaky
alliance, neither trusting the other fully. Just as Sierra is coming to terms
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with her new life, corpses begin to show up all over Savannah. And
Sierra fears she's next... Dive into Dark Legacy, the first book in a new
YA paranormal series, a gripping adventure filled with magic, mystery,
and romance. If you enjoyed The Mortal Instruments, Sookie Stackhouse,
and Vampire Diaries, you'll love this YA paranormal fantasy! Buy Dark
Legacy today and join Sierra on a heart-pounding ride! Dark Legacy is
the first of five books in the Dark Legacy Series. The series is now
complete. Also available on Amazon: Book 2: Mirror Sacrifice Book 3:
Spirit Snatcher Book 4: Phoenix Call Book 5: Phoenix Unleashed Dark
Legacy was previously published under the name Fluidus Rising (Book 1
of The Ardere Series). "I absolutely fell in love with this book. The world
created is complex and engaging, the plot is dark and twisted. It's
extremely fast paced and sucks you in right from the start. I loved the
style of the author and read the book in one sitting. Fantastic start to the
series." -- Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ "Fantastic story! I absolutely loved
it. The plot is dark and twisted, fast-paced and entertaining. I connected
immediately with the believable, likable, infuriating & enthralling
characters." -- Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ "A fluid five-star read." -Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ "This book surprised me! I really enjoyed the
story line and all the different characters! All throughout the book I kept
finding myself trying to figure out who the murderer was. I couldn't put
this book down till the very end and then was sad it was over!" -Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ "This book was exciting and very addictive." -Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ "With a unique concept and characters that
you'll get totally invested in, Dark Legacy is an awesome read." -Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ "I can't wait to read the rest in this series." -Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ What are you waiting for? Get it now and find
out why readers are raving about Dark Legacy!
Heartless - Jade West 2020-09-15
In a single moment, she becomes my obsession... Elaine Constantine will
be mine. And her destruction is only my beginning. I’ve known all my life
that the Constantines deserved to be wiped from the face of the earth,
only a smoking crater left where their mansion once stood. That’s my
plan until I see her, the woman in gold with the sinful curves and the
blonde curls. My will to dominate her runs as deep as the hate I have for
her last name. No matter how beautifully she bends beneath my hands,
I'll leave her shattered, a broken toy for her cruel family. I'm a sadist,
and she's the object of my obsession. "I'm speechless... My limits were
tested and I even found a few hard limits of my own. I still hear that
divinely, sexy man demanding those sinfully sweet words." - USA Today
bestselling author B.B. Reid on Dirty Bad Wrong Welcome to the
Midnight Dynasty... The warring Morelli and Constantine families have
enough bad blood to fill an ocean, and their brand new stories will be
told by your favorite dangerous romance authors. WARNING: This book
is intended for readers eighteen years old and over. It contains material
that some readers could find disturbing. Enter at your own risk...
Dark Ties - Leia Thorne 2019-07-09
He calls us his broken saints. And that's what I am...or was. Broken. Until
Gage Astor stole my heart and introduced me to a whole new seductive
world--one with secrets and intrigue and money. So much money. Money
buys everything, even your reputation at Brighton Saints Academy, an
exclusive high school for the elite. I'm Remi St. James, and I'm new
money. I don't belong here, but the Broken Saints accepted me, molded
me, shaped me into a stunning creature that slays life. Enter Sawyer,
Palmer, Rush, and Emry. The secret society amid Brighton Saints. The
most beautiful and powerful. The only thing more valuable to them than
money is secrets. And oh, Brighton Saints is full of secrets. We all have
secrets... After I'm initiated into the Broken Saints, that's when the fun
(and fear) really begins. I see things and hear things and do things no
high school girl should ever be subjected to. And they make me believe
it's all my idea... I'm a toy to them. It's all a twisted game, and I don't
even know if I want it to stop... I'm in too deep now. There might not be
any hope. Gage is a god here; he won't let me leave his society. When he
says you're his, you belong to him. Body, mind, and soul. Just like all of
his Broken Saints. So I have to play their game. For now. I have to find a
way out...before I lose myself to them completely.*This is the first book in
the Broken Saints Society series. A dark high school romance.Books in
the series: Dark TiesDangerous GirlsNefarious BoysMore to come..
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